Electrophoretic fractionation of guniea pig lymphocytes: evidence for different subsets of T and B cells in spleen and lymph node.
Guinea pig lymph node and blood lymphocytes have been physically fractionated in preparative cell electrophoresis into two functionally viable populations, the high mobility cell population (HMC) and the low mobility cell population (LMC). By using cell surface markers and functional tests known to be specific for T and B lymphocytes, respectively, it is shown that the T lymphocytes localize in the HMC population and the B lymphocytes in the LMC population. The spleen lymphocytes do not separate into the two populations. They move into one single broad peak containing both T and B cells. This finding indicates the presence of electrokinetically different subsets of T and B lymphocytes in the spleen on one hand and in the lymph node and blood on the other hand.